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INTRODUCTION
The Recent targets agreed by the EU and adopted by the UK government's energy policy that leads to a sustainable low carbon energy system, encourages the increase in renewable energy, demand reduction through improved energy efficiency, and carbon emissions reduction, the bulk of which will be met by the power industry [1] . This will result in a greater dependence on renewable generation, micro-generation, combined heat and power (CHP) units, and biomass. Hence, more MicroGrids, defined in [2] as small energy networks that supply the local area with heat and electric power, are expected to be built.
Heat production in a MicroGrid is either local, at consumer sites, or centralised. In the case of centralised heat production, a district heat network is necessary to distribute the produced heat among consumers. While local heat production uses natural gas, district heating can use cruder fuels such as biomass [3, 4] . Additionally, operational cost optimisation has shown to favour the use of a single µCHP unit to supply multiple consumers rather than using individual units for each consumer [5] Generating units in MicroGrids, MicroSources, are driven either by the available renewable energy or by local heat demand. This reduces the control margin of their active power generation. Hence, energy storage equipment is employed to compensate for less flexible power generation.
Different forms of energy storage are available. Electrical energy can be stored in flywheels and battery banks. Lower cost options include, heat storage in hot water tanks and fuel storage in gas reservoirs. The operational flexibility of heat and gas systems allow energy to be stored in building mass [6] , space temperature, water pipes, and gas line pack [7] . The choice of energy storage form depends on capital/operational costs, the ability to restore this energy and capability of transforming it into another form if required.
The district heat network, the gas network, and the power network in a MicroGrid are interconnected together through equipment such as: boilers, CHP units, micro-turbines, fuel cells, immersion heaters, water pumps, and gas compressors. This variety of connection points facilitates the conversion of one form of energy to another in order to optimise system operation and usage of storage facilities.
The three energy networks, heat, gas, and power, are currently analysed, optimised, and operated independently.
Since the interdependence between them is increasing, an integrated approach to their operation is required. Integrated energy networks have been studied in [7] [8] [9] . In [8, 9] the concept of energy hubs was established in order to provide a formal approach to deal with integrated energy networks. Optimisation problems such as economic dispatch and optimal power flow were introduced for the integrated energy network [8] .In [7] , an OPF was used for operational optimisation of the integrated gas and electricity network of Great Britain. Most of these studies concentrated on integrating gas and power networks. Heat networks are not fully modelled in any of the integrated energy optimisation models.
The formulation of an integrated OPF for heat and power networks was investigated. The OPF includes modelling the physical components of both district heat and electric power systems. A MicroGrid was used as a case study for the integrated OPF. Different scenarios were considered in order to asses the importance of an integrated approach to energy network optimisation.
MODELLING OF THE INTEGRATED ENERGY SYSTEM
The heat and power networks were modelled individually but interconnected together via the district heat station.
Electric Power Network
The power network is represented by the power balance equations [10] at all busbars. These equations are expressed for busbar i by equation (1) where N is the total number of busbars, and P i and Q i are the total active and reactive power injection at busbar i.
(1) Active and reactive power generation limits for the MS MicroSource are given by equation (2) where P MS-Max is the maximum power generation limit due to available power at the prime mover and P MS-Rated is the MicroSource rating. No upper limit was imposed on the grid connection as it is assumed to be an infinite system.
Transmission lines were assumed to allow bi-directional power transfer up to their thermal limit. 
District Heat Network
The district heat network model is based on the models used in the electricity and pipe network analysis software SIEMENS PSS SINCAL [11] and those investigated in [12, 13] . Some approximations were made in order to simplify the optimisation process. The elements represented in the model are heat sources, heat loads, district hot water pipes, and pumps at the heat substation.
Heat sources and consumer heat exchangers are the points at which heat energy is injected into or extracted from the network. The power exchange is determined by water mass flow rate and temperature difference between the supply and return lines as shown in equation (6) .
( )
The temperature drops exponentially during water flow in pipes [11] . The water temperature at the outlet of a pipe is calculated by equation (7).
This relation is approximated into equation (8) ( )
The water temperature at the pipe inlet, T i , is equal to the water temperature at the node to which the pipe inlet is connected, T n . This value is calculated from equation (9) .
The static pressure drop along a pipe is directly proportional to the square of the mass flow rate [13] . This is in full agreement with [11] at highly turbulent flow and constant water density. The pressure drop is given by equation (10) where F is constant. There is no direct relationship between the pressure difference between the supply and return lines at a heat station or a consumer and their mass flow rates. The supply and return networks are thus modelled as two independent networks coupled only through flow rates [11, 12] .
District Heat Stations
District heat stations are points of coupling between heat and electricity networks. They are assumed to contain a The power required by the pump is related to the mass flow rate and the static pressure difference by equation (12) ( )
C I R E D C I R E D C I R E D C I R E D
The CHP electric power efficiency decreases linearly with the increase in hot water supply temperature as shown by equation (13) [12] . This is also accompanied by an increase in the heat efficiency such that the combined efficiency of the CHP unit remains constant as shown in equation (14) .
Objective Function
The objective is to minimise total operating costs whilst satisfying total heat and power load. Linear relations were used to represent the cost associated with MicroSources, grid connection, and CHP units. The total cost is given by equation (15) .
CASE STUDY
The integrated OPF was used to optimise the operation of the MicroGrid heat and power network shown in Figure 2 . Details of the power network is given in [14] . Heat network data is given in Table 1 . The CHP, immersion heater, and pump are connected at busbar Bus12 (data is given in Table  2 ).
Retail prices of 10.69p/kWh for electrical energy from the grid and 2.69p/kWh for CHP fuel were used for the cost functions [15] . Zero energy prices were used for the MicroSources and a high energy price of 20.0p/kWh was used for the flywheel. Reverse power flow was not allowed and a fully charged flywheel was assumed. Table 3 , were considered for assessing the integrated heat and power OPF. The OPF results are listed in Table 4 .
The district heat station supply temperature exhibits high values at low load conditions and low values at high load conditions. This varies the CHP efficiency in order to increase its heat output at low load conditions or to increase its electrical power output at high load conditions. The immersion heater was only used at high local power generation. This reduces CHP fuel consumption when cheap electrical power is available.
CONCLUSION
An integrated heat and optimal power flow was investigated. Interconnections between heat and power networks were modelled. The OPF results were compared for four different scenarios.
The integrated OPF varies the heat network settings to reflect changes in the power network, such that the operation of the CHP, immersion heater, and pump reduces the difference between electric power production and demand. This minimises system operating costs and saves fuel stocks to be used when cheap electric power is not available.
